
Blue Landscapes III: Frontiers -- Pianist Robert
Thies and Flutist Damjan Krajacic Explore New
Soundscapes

Music in the award-winning Blue Landscapes series is
described as "beautiful, calming, transforming,
naturally-flowing, unique, sincere, pure." The
collection includes Blue Landscapes III: Frontiers, Blue
Landscapes II: Discoveries, and Blue Landscapes.

A serene and meditative improvisational
album inspired by love of nature and the
friendship of two world-class award-
winning musicians; now available
worldwide.

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, January 24,
2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Mindfulness music leader Real Music
presents Blue Landscapes III: Frontiers,
the pioneering third album in the
award-winning Blue Landscapes series
from internationally renowned pianist
Robert Thies and flutist Damjan
Krajacic. The instrumental album
ushers in the "new" new age by
generously offering 15 improvisational
tracks. Blue Landscapes III: Frontiers is
scheduled for worldwide physical and
digital release and available
everywhere music is sold on January
24, 2020; visit myndstream for more
information.

When Krajacic and Thies were
introduced by a mutual friend in 2006,
no one foresaw that their very different
backgrounds and music pedigrees
would lead to a prolific collaboration
lasting over a decade and resulting in four albums. Krajacic (a native of Zagreb, Croatia) is a
globetrotting performer who holds a Master of Music degree in Afro-Latin Music from CSU and
has studied with jazz, Latin-jazz, and classical masters all over the world, including James

Improvisation in music is
risky, but when executed
well, you can sense the
breath of the music that by
design is unpredictable and
uniquely original.”
Darren Blumenthal, President,

Real Music

Newton, while U.S.-born Thies’ strict classical music
training led to a Gold Medal win in the famed Prokofiev
Competition in St. Petersburg, Russia, countless worldwide
concert performances, as well as a recording career in the
Film/TV industry. 

What emerges when the universe aligns to support artistic
curiosity? As their friendship grew, the artists found
common ground in their love of music and nature, and
eventually the idea of improvisation became the jumping
off point for exploring an undefinable new sound that is
often described as “blissful.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.bluelandscapesmusic.com/
https://myndstream.com/robert-thies-damjan-krajacic


Pianist Robert Thies and flutist Damjan Krajacic: "Blue
Landscapes is inspired and grounded by our love for
Earth’s beauty and all of her natural wonders."

Robert Thies and Damjan Krajacic in California by the
Pacific Ocean; photo by Anna Webber.

“Blue Landscapes is inspired and
grounded by our love for Earth’s
beauty and all of her natural wonders.
Whether it be the motion of the seas,
the majesty of the mountains, the
rhythmic flow of the rivers and
streams, the migrations of her
creatures, or the mysteries of the
forests, all feed the imagination,” they
share, adding “It is our hope that this
music will take you to a quiet and
reflective space.”  

The music of Blue Landscapes III:
Frontiers continues the tradition of the
duo’s earlier collaborations, in that the
album was improvised over the span of
five days, except for two previously
composed works -- “Le Musicien” and
“Goodbye.” Though the music draws
from the same spacious atmosphere
and feeling of the previous Blue
Landscapes albums, this album
continues to explore different
compositional approaches, metrically
and texturally.  Listeners will be
intrigued to discover that all the
sounds on the album were acoustically
created on flute and piano, often by
using extended techniques not
commonly associated with the
instruments, such as “puttied” strings
on the piano or various textures on the
flute.

Music writer Jonathan Widran
observed, “Blue Landscapes III:
Frontiers has a few colorful outliers
that stretch their artistry, most notably,
‘The Abandoned Monastery,’ which features Robert’s four-voice chord progression and an eight-
bar chorale-type phrase he visualized Damjan doing; Damjan in turn recorded each voice on
bass flute. Another track that sets itself apart is the hypnotic ‘Forest Path,’ whose main structure
is a loop that Robert created on the piano using puttied strings. He used the sound those strings
created to form a rhythmic and harmonic structure to the piece.”

Much like life, improvisation is unpredictable, and sometimes magical. Blue Landscapes III:
Frontiers delivers an honest, spontaneous musical conversation capturing breathtaking
moments in time. Recorded live with minimal overdubbing, the uncertainty of the process
enabled the musicians to reach deep and let go, unifying with the listener both musically and
spiritually. The result is intimate music that evokes uplifting visions of nature, and reinforces a
feeling of connection to our planet, and to all of humanity.  

Beginning their history as friends and collaborators in 2006, Krajacic and Thies released a
crossover improvisatory album, Difference, which eventually led to Blue Landscapes (2012) and
Blue Landscapes II: Discoveries (2016), two albums of original compositions and improvisations.



Critical accolades and a couple of well-deserved awards brought the duo to the attention of Real
Music.

“From the first moment I heard the tracks of Blue Landscapes III, I knew this was going to be a
special record, a record Real Music would be fortunate to release,” says Darren Blumenthal,
President, Real Music. “Improvisation in music is risky, but when executed well, you can sense
the breath of the music that by design is unpredictable and uniquely original. I am confident the
world will agree the execution here is flawless and Blue Landscapes III will forever live as an
important soundscape for listeners’ own personal landscapes.”

The Global Music Awards recently honored Blue Landscapes III: Frontiers with a Silver Award;
explore the past decade of reviews and accolades, as well as the artists' complete biographies on
the Blue Landscapes official website. 

Artist interviews and album review copies are available upon request, please see contact
information below.

Track List:
Drifting (3:34)
Forest Path (6:54)
The Abandoned Monastery	(5:39)
Le Musicien (3:31)
The Lighthouse (3:44)
Goodbye  (6:21)
Frontiers (6:07)
Tranquility  (4:22)
Take My Hand (3:46)
Infinity  (6:39)
The Distant Waterfall (3:40)
Waves on the Moonlit Sea (4:24)
The Valley of Echoes (4:32)
Forgotten Memories (6:26)
Letting Go (4:38)

About Real Music: Real Music is part of the myndstream group of labels.  Leading Music services
company Cutting Edge recently acquired Real Music to add to its roster of record labels, marking
its first acquisition in the mindfulness music space under its myndstream brand. Real Music is a
well-established leader in producing, marketing and curating music for the mindful consumer;
music for relaxation, meditation, sleep, focus, movement, and general health and wellness. Real
Music, with its roster of world-renowned, award-winning artists, enjoys considerable label
market share, occupying specific, popular mindfulness categories with dedicated fan bases and
sitting atop the leading streaming playlists. myndstream is now distributed worldwide by AWAL.
For more information about myndstream, visit: www.myndstream.com

Contacts:
Publicity – Beth Hilton, The B Company, (310) 560-8390, bethhilton@theBcompany.com
Broadcast Promotion – Max Horowitz, Crossover Media, max@crossovermedia.net  
Real Music – Michael Whalen, michael@cuttingedgegroup.com

Content and Connections:
Streaming and Downloads: https://fanlink.to/BLIII-Frontiers
Video: Artist Interview --https://youtu.be/297Ozj8CeKY 
Video: “Forest Path” -- https://youtu.be/h_j9DqWxipo 
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/bluelandscapesmusic
Instagram  – https://www.instagram.com/bluelandscapesmusic/
Twitter – https://twitter.com/bluelandscapes

http://www.bluelandscapesmusic.com/press
http://www.myndstream.com
https://fanlink.to/BLIII-Frontiers
https://youtu.be/297Ozj8CeKY
https://youtu.be/h_j9DqWxipo
https://www.facebook.com/bluelandscapesmusic
https://www.instagram.com/bluelandscapesmusic/
https://twitter.com/bluelandscapes


*Artist photos by Anna Webber.
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